
The committee on Bills in the Third Reading, to whom was
referred the Bill further regulating the sale of commercial feed
(House, No. 5027), report recommending that the same be amended
by the substitution of the accompanying bill (House, No. 5634).

For the committee,

RAYMOND M. LaFONTAINE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, May 1, 1972

OUSE No. 5634
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.

An Act further regulating the sale of commercial feed.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, a sl

follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section lof chapter 94 of the General Laws is
2 hereby amended by striking out the definition of “Commercial
3 feeding stuff”, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition.

1 SECTION 2. Sections 225 to 235, inclusive, of said chapter
2 94 are hereby repealed.

1 SECTION 3. Chapter 128 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 50 the following sections: -

3 Section 51. The following words as used in sections fifty-two
4 to sixty-four inclusive, unless a different meaning is required by
5 the context, or is specifically described, shall have the following
6 meanings;
7 “Brand name”, any word, name, symbol or device, or any
8 combination thereof, identifying the commercial feed of a
9 distributor or registrant and distinguishing it from that of others.

10 “Commercial feed”, all materials except unmixed seed, whole
11 or processed, when not adulterated within the meaning of section
12 fifty-four which are distributed for use as feed or for mixture in
13 feed; provided, that the commissioner by regulation may exempt
14 from this definition, or from specific provisions of this act,
15 commodities such as hay, straw, stover, silage, cobs, husks, hulls,
16 and individual chemical compounds or substances are not
17 inter-mixed with other materials, and are not adulterated within
18 the meaning of said section fifty-four.
19 “Contract feeder”, a person who is an independent contractor,
20 feeds commercial feed to animals pursuant to a contract whereby
21 such commercial feed is supplied, furnished, or otherwise
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22 provided to such person and whereby such person’s remuneration
23 is determined all or in part by feed consumption, mortality,
24 profits, or amount, or quality of product.
25 “Customer-formula feed”, commercial feed which consists of a
26 mixture of the commercial feeds, or feed ingredients, each batch
27 of which is manufactured according to the specific instructions
28 of the final purchaser.
29 “Drug”, any article, intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
.30 mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in animals other
31 than man, and articles other than feed intended to affect the
32 structure or any function of the animal body.
33 “Mineral feed”, a commercial feed intended to supply
34 primarily mineral elements or inorganic nutrients.
35 “Official sample”, a sample of feed taken by the commissioner
36 or his agent in accordance with the provisions of section
37 fifty-eight D.
38 “Pet food”, any commercial feed prepared and distributed for
39 consumption by pets.
40 “Product name”, the name of the commercial feed which
41 identifies it as to kind, class, or specific use.
42 Section 52. (a) Each commercial feed shall be registered
43 before being distributed in the commonwealth; provided, how-
-44 ever, that customer-formula feeds are exempt from registration.
45 The application for registration shall be submitted on forms
46 furnished by the commissioner or his deputy and if the
47 commissioner so requests, shall also be accompanied by a label or
48 other printed matter describing the product. Upon approval by
49 the commissioner or his deputy a copy of the registration shall be
50 furnished to the applicant. All registrations shall expire on
51 December thirty-one of each year. The application shall include
52 the information required by subparagraphs (2), (3), (4) and (5)
53 of subsection (a) of section fifty-three.
54 (b) A distributor shall not be required to register any brand of
55 commercial feed which is already registered under the provisions
56 of subsection (a) by another person.
57 (c) Changes in the guarantee of either chemical or ingredient
58 composition of a registered commercial feed may be permitted
59 provided there is satisfactory evidence that such changes would
60 not result in a lowering of the feeding value of the product for
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61 the purpose for which designed, and provided the commissioner
62 or his deputy is notified of the change.
63 id) The commissioner or his deputy is empowered to refuse
64 registration of any application not in compliance with the
65 provisions of sections fifty-two to sixty inclusive and to cancel
66 any registration subsequently found not to be in compliance with
67 any provision thereof; provided, however, that no registration
68 shall be refused or cancelled until the registrant shall have been
69 given opportunity to be heard before the commissioner or his
70 duly authorized assistant and to amend his application in order
71 to comply with the law. The registration fee shall be twenty-five
72 dollars.
73 Section 53. (a) All commercial feed distributed in the
74 commonwealth except customer-formula feeds shall be accom-
-75 panied by a legible label bearing the following information: (1)
76 net weight; (2) name or brand under which the commercial feed
77 is sold; (3) guaranteed analysis of the commercial feed, listing the
78 minimum percentage of crude fat, and maximum percentage of
79 crude fiber. For mineral feeds formulated entirely or mainly
80 from mineral ingredients the list shall include the following if
8! added: Minimum and maximum percentage of calcium (Ca) and
82 minimum and maximum percentages of salt (NaCl). Other
83 substances or elements, determined by laboratory methods, may
84 be guaranteed by permission of the commissioner or his deputy.
85 When any items are guaranteed, they shall be subject to
86 inspection and analysis in accordance with the methods and
87 regulations that may be prescribed by the commissioner.
88 Products sold solely as mineral or vitamin supplements and
89 guaranteed as specified in this section need not show guarantees
90 for protein, fat and fiber. In all cases the substances or elements
91 must be determined by laboratory methods; (4) common or
92 usual name of each ingredient used in the manufacture of the
93 commercial feed, except, the commissioner or his deputy may,
94 by regulation, permit the use of a collective term for a group of
95 ingredients all of which perform the similar function, or he may
96 exempt such commercial feeds or any group thereof from this
97 requirement of an ingredient statement if he finds that such
98 statement is not required in the interest of consumers and
99 providing that a statement of the ingredients to be used is on file
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with the commissioner or his deputy; (5) name and principal
address of the manufacturer or the person responsible for
distributing the commercial feed; (6) adequate directions for the
use of all commercial feeds containing drugs and for such other
feeds as the commissioner may require by regulation as necessary
for their safe and effective use;(7) such precautionary statements
as the commissioner by regulation determines are necessary for
the safe and effective use of the commercial feed.

100
101
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(b ) When a commercial feed is distributed in the common-
wealth in bags or other containers, the label shall be placed on or
affixed to the container; when a commercial feed is distributed in
bulk, the label shall accompany delivery and be furnished to the
purchaser at time of delivery.
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(c) A customer-formula feed shall be labeled be invoice. The
invoice, which is to accompany delivery and be supplied to the
purchaser at the time of delivery, shall bear the following
information: (1) name and address of the mixer; (2) name and
address of the purchaser; (3) date of sale; and (4) kind or type of
feed shall be affixed with a tag bearing the information required
on the invoice except date of sale.
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Cd) If a customer-formula feed contains a non-nutritive
substance which is intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease or which is
intended to affect the structure or any function of the animal
body, the commissioner or his deputy shall require the label to
show the name and amount present, directions for use or
warnings against misuse of the feed.

120
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Section 54. A commercial feed shall be deemed to be
adulterated: if (1) it bears or contains any poisonous or
deleterious substance which may render it injurious to health;
but in case the substance is not an added substance, such
commercial feed shall not be considered adulterated under this
subsection if the quantity of such substance in such commercial
feed does not ordinarily render it injurious to health; or (2) it
bears or contains any added poisonous, added deleterious or
added non-nutritive substance which is unsafe within the
meaning of section four hundred and six of the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act, other than one which is (0 a pesticide
chemical in or on a raw agricultural commodity; or (i7) a food
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additive; or (3) it is, or it bears or contains any food additive
which is unsafe within the meaning of section four hundred and
nine of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; or (4) it is a
raw agricultural commodity and it bears or contains a pesticide
chemical which is unsafe within the meaning of section four
hundred and eight (a) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act; provided, that where a pesticide chemical has been used in
or on a raw agricultural commodity in conformity with an
exemption granted or a tolerance prescribed under section four
hundred and eight of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
and such raw agricultural commodity has been subjected to
processing such as canning, cooking, freezing, dehydrating, or
milling, the residue of such pesticide chemical remaining in or on
such processed feed shall not be deemed unsafe if such residue in
or on the raw agricultural commodity has been removed to the
extent possible in good manufacturing practice and the concen-
tration of such residue in the processed feed is not greater than
the tolerance prescribed for the raw agricultural commodity
unless the feeding of such processed feed will result or is likely to
result in a pesticide residue in the edible product of the animal,
which is unsafe within the meaning of section four hundred and
eight (a), of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; (5) it
bears or contains any color additive which is unsafe, within the
meaning of section seven hundred and six of the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act; (6) any valuable constituent has been in
whole or in part omitted or abstracted therefrom or any or any
less valuable substance substituted therefor; (7) its composition
or quality falls below or differs from that which it is purported or
is represented to possess by its labeling; (8) it contains a drug and
the methods used in or the facilities or controls used for its
manufacture, processing, or packaging do not conform to current
good manufacturing practice regulations promulgated by the
commissioner to assure the drug meets the requirements of
section fifty-two to sixty-four, inclusive, as to safety and has the
identity and strength and meets the quality and purity charac-
teristics which it purports or is represented to possess. In
promulgating such regulations, the commissioner or his deputy
may adopt the current good manufacturing practice regulations
for medicated feeds established under authority of the Federal
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Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, unless he determines that they are
not appropriate to the conditions which exist in the common-
wealth; (9) it contains viable weed seed in amounts exceeding the
limits which the commissioner or his deputy shall establish by
rule or regulation.

178
179
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Section 55. (a) No person shall distribute feed if its labeling is
false or misleading in any particular manner;

183
184

(b) it is distributed under the name of another feed;’.85
(c) it is not labeled as required in section fifty-three and in

regulations promulgated by the commissioner;
.86
187

(d) it purports to be or is represented as a commercial feed, or
if it purports to contain or is represented as containing a
commercial feed ingredient which does not conform to the
definition, if any, prescribed by regulation of the commissioner
or his deputy. In the absence of a prescribed definition by the
commissioner, conformity to the commonly accepted definitions
as those issued by the Association of American Feed Control
Officials shall apply;

188
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196 (e) any word, statement, or other information required by or

under authority of sections fifty-one through sixty to appear on
the label or labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such
conspicuousness, as compared with other words, statements,
designs, or devices, in the labeling, and in such terms as to render
it likely to be read and understood by the ordinary individual
under customary conditions or purchase and use.

197
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Section 56. No person shall (a) manufacture or distribute
any commercial feed that is adulterated or misbranded;

203
204

(b) adulterate or misbrand any commercial feed;205
(c) distribute agricultural commodities which are adulterated

within the meaning of section fifty-four;
206
207

(d) remove or dispose of a commercial feed in violation of an
order under section sixty;

208
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(e) fail or refuse to register in accordance with section
fifty-two;

210
211

(f) fail to pay registration fees and file reports as required by
section fifty-two.

212
213

Section 57. The commissioner and his duly authorized
assistants shall have authority to enforce sections fifty-two to
sixty, inclusive, and to prosecute all violations thereof. Before

214
215
216
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217 any prosecutions by the commissioner or any of his duly
218 authorized assistants, the parties concerned shall be given an
219 opportunity to be heard before the said commissioner or a
220 person designated by him for such purpose. The parties con-
221 cerned shall be given reasonable notice of hearing specifying the
222 day, hour and place thereof and accompanied by a description of
223 the alleged violation.
224 Section 58. The commissioner either in person or his
225 assistants shall have free access to all reasonable hours to each
226 building or other place in which commercial feeds are manu-
227 factured, processed, packed or held for distribution, or to enter
228 any vehicle being used to transport or hold such feeds and to
229 inspect at reasonable times and within reasonable limits and in a
230 reasonable manner such factory, warehouse, establishment or
231 vehicle and all pertinent equipment, finished and unfinished
232 materials, containers, and labeling therein. The inspection may
233 include the verification of only such records, and production and
234 control procedures as may be necessary to determine compliance
235 with the Good Manufacturing Practice Regulations established
236 under section fifty-four.
237 If the officer or employee making such inspection of a factory,
238 warehouse, or other establishment has obtained a sample in the
239 course of the inspection, upon completion of the inspection and
240 prior to leaving the premises he shall give to the owner, operator,
241 or agent in charge a receipt describing the samples obtained.
242 If the owner of any building, factory, warehouse, or establish-
243 ment, or his agent, refuses to admit the inspector or his agent,
244 the commissioner or his deputy is authorized to obtain from the
245 court a warrant directing such owner or his agent to submit the
246 premises described in such warrant to inspection.
247 The results of all analyses of official samples shall be
248 forwarded by the commissioner or his deputy to the person
249 named on the label and to the purchaser. When the inspection
250 and analysis of an official sample indicates a commercial feed has
251 been adulterated or misbranded and upon request within thirty
252 days following receipt of the analysis the commissioner or his
253 deputy shall furnish to the registrant a portion of the sample
254 concerned.
255 The commissioner or his deputy in determining for adminis-
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256 trative purposes whether a commercial feed is deficient in any
257 component, shall be guided by the official sample as defined in
258 section fifty-one and obtained and analyzed as provided in this
259 section.
260 Section 59. Samples for analysis as stipulated in section
261 fifty-eight shall be collected by the commissioner or his duly
262 authorized deputy and shall be delivered to the Massachusetts
2,63 Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Massa-
„64 chusetts for analysis according to methods approved by the
265 Association of Official Analytical Chemists or other approved
266 methods.
267 Section 60. When the commissioner or his deputy has
268 reasonable cause to believe any lot of commercial feed is being
269 distributed in violation of any of the provisions of sections
220 fifty-two to fifty-eight, inclusive, or of any of the prescribed
221 regulations promulgated thereunder, he, or Iris deputy may order,
222 in writing, that it be withheld from sale. The commissioner or his
223 deputy may release the lot of commercial feed, or customer-

formula feed so withdrawn when said provisions and regulations
225 have been complied with. If compliance is not obtained within
226 thirty days, the commissioner or his deputy may begin, or upon
227 request of the distributor shall begin, proceedings for condem-
-228 nation.
279 Any lot of commercial feed not in compliance with said
280 provisions and regulations shall be subject to seizure on
281 complaint of the commissioner or his deputy to a court of
282 competent jurisdiction in the area in which said commercial feed
283 is located. In the event the court finds the said commercial feed
284 to be in violation of sections fifty-two to fifty-eight, inclusive,
285 and orders the condemnation of said commercial feed, it shall be
286 disposed of in any manner consistent with the quality of the

37 commercial feed and the laws of the commonwealth.
ZBB Section 61. Whoever sells, offers or exposes for sale any
289 commercial feed or mixture thereof without complying with the
290 requirements of sections fifty-two to sixty, inclusive, applicable
291 thereto, or in violation of any rule or regulation promulgated
292 thereunder, or whoever falsely marks, or labels any such feed or
293 mixture, or impedes, or obstructs, or hinders the commissioner
294 or any of his duly authorized agents in the discharge of the
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authority or duties conferred or imposed by any provisions of
said section, shall be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five dollars or more than one hundred dollars for the first
violation, or not less than one hundred dollars or more than five
hundred dollars for a subsequent violation. In all prosecutions
involving the composition of a lot of the commercial feed, a
certified copy of the official analysis signed by the commissioner
or his agent shall be accepted as prima facie evidence of the
composition.
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Section 62. The commissioner or his deputy may publish
annually, in such forms as he may deem proper, information
concerning the sales of commercial feeds; together with such data
on their production, composition and use as he may consider
advisable, and a report of the results of the analyses of official
samples of commercial feeds sold within the commonwealth as
compared with the analyses guaranteed in the registration and on
the label; but any information relating to the general business of
any applicant or licensee shall be treated by the commissioner as
confidential.
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